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INSTANT SUPPLEMENTARY EXAM - JULY 2024
PART - II - ENGLISH

Time Allowed : 3.00 Hours]                                   [Maximum Marks : 100

10th

 Standard

Instructions : (1)   Check the question paper for fairness of printing. If there is any lack of fairness, inform 
the Hall Supervisor immediately.

   (2)  Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline.

Part - I 
Note : (i) Answer all the questions. (14×1=14)

 (ii)  Choose the most appropriate answer from the given four alternatives and write the option code 
and the corresponding answer. 

Choose the appropriate synonyms for the italicised words.
1. He even gnawed at the dried pieces of egg shell.

(a) swallowed something repeatedly  (b) chewed something repeatedly
(c) looked at something repeatedly  (d) called something repeatedly

2. It is a 55 foot sailing vessel built indigenously in India.
(a) immediately (b) frequently (c) naturally  (d) swiftly

3. A portion of a wall of the attic had crumbled down.
(a) painted  (b) built  (c) repaired  (d) broken

Choose the appropriate antonyms for the italicised words.
4. I saw a frail man with bald head sitting.

(a) fat  (b) weak  (c) strong  (d) tall
5. It was the gaunt face.

(a) happy  (b) healthy  (c) lean  (d) confused
6. “Nothing”, he said gruffly.

(a) happily  (b) roughly  (c) sadly  (d) plainly
7. Choose the correct plural form of ‘radius from the following : 

(a) radii  (b) radius  (c) radiues  (d) radi
8. Form a derivative by adding the right prefix to the word “literate” : 

(a) mis  (b) il  (c) im  (d) dis
9. Choose the correct expansion of the abbreviation “GPS”. 

(a) Global Processing System  (b) Good Positioning System
(c) Global Positioning System  (d) Good Processing System

10. Complete the following sentence with the most appropriate phrasal verb given below.
 There will be a _____ next week in the office.

(a) take off    (b) get along with 
(c) shut down   (d) warmup

11. Choose the suitable option to pair it with the word  ‘rain’ to form a compound word:
(a) note  (b) fall  (c) set  (d) up

12. Fill in the blank with the most appropriate preposition given below. 
 There was pin drop silence ______ the room.

(a) to  (b) with  (c) on  (d) in
13. Complete the following sentence using the most appropriate tense form of the verb given below.
 Ragavan always ______ (go) for a walk in the morning.

(a) goes  (b) go  (c) will go  (d) went
14. Choose the most appropriate linker from the given four alternatives.
 ______ he is ninety years old, he is in the pink of health.

(a) When  (b) Since  (c) Though  (d) As
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Part - II
SECTION - 1

Answer any three of the following questions in a sentence or two. (3×2=6)
15. What prompted the young seagull to fly finally?
16. Why do you think Mrs. Bodwell wanted to sell the house?
17. What did Aditya offer Sanyal?
18. Which software helps Alisha to overcome the difficulty in typing?

SECTION - 2 
Read the following sets of poetic lines and answer any three of the following. (3×2=6)

19. A woman is beauty innate,
 A symbol of power and strength

(a)  Who is beauty innate?  (b) What does she symbolize?
20. A silly young cricket, accustomed to sing
 Through the warm, sunny months of gay  summer and spring,

(a) What was the routine of the cricket? (b)  Name the seasons mentioned here.
21. Some water, coal, and oil is all we ask,
 And a thousandth of an inch to give us play :

(a)  What does ‘we’ refer to?  (b) What do they ask for?
22. What happened inside that house?
 I really don’t know.
 I guess it will always be a mystery.

(a)  Does the poet know what happened in the house?
(b) What is mysterious about the house?

SECTION - 3
Answer any three of the following.  (3×2=6)

23. Rewrite the following sentence in other voice:
Our army has defeated the enemy.

24. Change into indirect speech.
“How did he get it?” he asked.

25. Punctuate the following.
thats my delicate ariel said prospero

26. Combine the following sentences into a compound sentence.
 There was a bandh. The shops remained closed.
27. Rearrange the words in the correct order to make meaningful sentences.

(a) of/is/the/this/medal/price/the
(b)  Seagull/young/alone/the/his/ledge/on/was

SECTION - 4
28. Answer the following question. (1×2=2)
 A stranger wants to go to the park. Guide him to reach his destination.

Mahatma Gandhi Road

Temple

Kam
araj Salai

Park

You are 
here *
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Part - III
SECTION - 1

Answer any two of the following in a paragraph. (2×5=10)
29. ‘Man does change with time’-What were the various changes that came about in Aditya?
30. How did Holmes trap Mr.Culverton Smith to confess the murder?
31. Describe the funny incident that caused the confusion in the house with reference to the lesson 

“The Night the Ghost Got in”.
32. How do we use technology in our day to day lives?

SECTION - 2

Answer any two of the following.  (2×5=10)
33. What is the central theme of the poem ‘No Men Are Foreign’?
34. Write a paragraph on “The Grumble Family” and their attitude towards other folks.
35. Read the following stanza and answer the questions given below.

At last by starvation and famine made bold,
All dripping with wet, and all trembling with cold,
Away he set off to a miserly ant,
To see if, to keep him alive, he would grant
(a)   Pick out the rhyming words from the given stanza.
(b) Give the rhyme scheme for the given stanza.
(c)   Identify the figure of speech employed in the third line of the given stanza.
(d)   Pick out the alliterating words in the second line.  

36. Paraphrase the following stanza.
I drive past the house almost every day.
The house seems to be a bit brighter.
On this warm summer day in May.
It plays with your mind.
To me I say, it is one of a kind.

SECTION - 3
Answer any one of the following.  (1×5=5)

37. Rearrange the following sentences in coherent order.
(i)  The king of Neples, and Antonio the false brother, repented the injustice they had done to 

Prospero.
(ii)  Prospero and Miranda came to an island and lived in a cave.
(iii)  He raised a violent storm in the sea to wreck the ship of his enemies.
(iv)  He ordered Ariel to torment the inmates of the ship.
(v)  Prospero forgave them and restored his dukedom, Milan. 

38. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.
Holland is a country where much of the land lies below sea level. Only great walls called dikes 
keep the North Sea from rushing in and flooding the land. For centuries the people of Holland 
have worked to keep the walls strong so that their country will be safe and dry. Even the little 
children know the dikes must be watched every moment, and that a hole no longer than your 
finger can be a very dangerous thing.
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Questions:
(a)  In which country, much of the land lies below sea level?
(b)  What keeps strong Holland from the North Sea?
(c)  Why did people work for centuries to keep the walls strong?
(d) What do even the little children know?
(e)  What is a very dangerous thing?

SECTION - 4
Answer any four of the following.  (4×5=20)

39. Prepare attractive advertisement using the hints given below. 
 Three bedroom bath attached flats-sale - Erode - all amenities - play ground, mini theatre - near 

railway station - semi furnished - M.R.Builders - Erode - 19.
40. Write a complaint to the officer of the PWD department to take immediate action to maintain 

cleanliness in the Children’s Park in your locality.
41. You are Ganesh / Gayathri, Head boy / Head girl, of your school. Write a notice for your school 

notice board informing the students about the “Fancy dress competition” that is going to be 
organised in your school campus on the 10th of next month.

42. Look at the following picture and express your views on it in a paragraph of five sentences.

 
43. Make notes or write a summary of the following.

 Family is where we all belong to and from where our identity comes from. A person is valued 
based on his family and upbringing. Family is a bond, a long lasting relationship that holds a 
bond with each other. There are many values that one has to learn to get the family bonding in 
the right manner. Bonding does not happen overnight. It forms with every second, every minute 
that you spend with your loved ones. The understanding, the acceptance, the belonging and the 
security all enclosed together is how a family bond is formed. A close family bond is like a safe 
harbour, where we feel secure and where we trust that we have someone always there to whom 
we could turn to when we need them most. It is through a family that we learn the values of 
love, trust, hope, belief,  cultures, morals, traditions and every little matter that concerns to us. 
A strong foundation for any individual comes from being with the supportive family.

44. Identify the errors in the following sentences and rewrite them correctly. 

(a) Games and sports helps in recreation.

(b)  Cricket is watched by millions of fans all over a world.

(c) Rajan slowly settle down in his retired life.

(d) Have anyone attended the function?

(e)  My grandmother and I was good at drawing pictures.

SECTION - 5

45. Quote from memory. (1×5=5)
O’er rough or  ....................
.............................  will be he best.
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Part - IV
46. Write a paragraph of about 150 words by developing the following hints. (2×8=16)

(a) Dr. Ashok - Somu’s cousin - sends - zigzag - bird - speak 21 different languages - Somu’s 
kids excited - Mrs. Somu unhappy - zigzag causes chaos - sleeps -snores loudly - neighbours 
complain - Somu - takes - zigzag clinic - bird happy - alert - organises the clinic - on more 
sleep and snore - Somu family - knew zigzag - kept busy.

(OR)
(b) Many years ago - China - emperor - ordered - one man - from family - join army - Mulan 

eager to join - father objected - Mulan - wears - men clothes - join army - fought bravely 
- raised high position - Fever - sweeps army - Mulan - falls sick - doctor examines - find 
the truth - news spread - Mulan’s identity - soldiers unhappy - Woman General - Mulan 
ignores - fights till end - won the battle - Emperor glad -offered gift - return to village.

47.(a)  Read the following paragraph and answer the questions given below. 
   Chennai, formerly Madras, is the capital of Tamilnadu, in southern India, on the Coromandel 

Coast of the Bay of Bengal. Known as the “Gateway to South India,” Chennai is a major 
administrative and cultural centre. Armenian and Portuguese traders were living in the 
Santhome area of what is now present-day Chennai before the arrival of the British in 1639. 
Madras was the shortened name of the fishing village Madarasapatnam, where the British East 
India Company built a fort and factory (trading post) in 1639-40. At that time, the weaving of 
cotton fabrics was a local industry, and the English invited the weavers and native merchants 
to settle near the fort. By 1652 the factory of Fort St. George was recognized as a presidency 
(an administrative unit governed by a president), and between 1668 and 1749 the company 
expanded its control. About 1801, by which time the last of the local rulers had been shorn of 
their powers, the English had become masters of Southern India. Madras had become their 
administrative and commercial capital. The Government of Tamil Nadu officially changed 
the name of the city as ‘Chennai’ in 1996.

 Questions :
(i) Who were living in the Santhome area?
(ii) When did the British arrive at Chennai?
(iii) What was the local industry in Chennai?
(iv)  When did the English become masters of Southern India?

(OR)
      (b)  Read the following poem and answer the questions given below :

A wealthy city mouse once came
To view his country cousin’s clutter,
He stayed for lunch but all they ate
Were sandwiches of peaunt butter.
You call that lunch? The rich mouse said, 
Call this a house? he laughed with glee,
Come into town tonight, he said,
Step up a notch and visit me!
So in they went and to a house
With walls of stone and gardens green,
And soon were eating steaks and chops.
And every kind of haute cuisine.

 Questions :
(i)  Why did the wealthy city mouse come?
(ii) What did they eat for lunch at the country?
(iii)  How was the house in the town?
(iv)  What did the city mouse laugh at?
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PUBLIC EXAMINATION - MARCH 2024
PART - II - ENGLISH

Time Allowed : 3.00 Hours]                                   [Maximum Marks : 100
Instructions : (1)   Check the question paper for fairness of printing. If there is any lack of fairness, inform 

the Hall Supervisor immediately.
   (2)  Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline and pencil to draw diagrams.

Part - I 
Note : (i) Answer all the questions. (14×1=14)

 (ii)  Choose the most appropriate answer from the given four alternatives and write the option code 
and the corresponding answer. 

Choose the appropriate synonyms for the italicised words.
1. We have to be active and need to anticipate what could be there ahead.

(a) foresee  (b) unexpected (c) careless  (d) sudden
2. They can control a computer screen with eye Gaze. 

(a) control  (b) shape  (c) colour  (d) stare
3. The lady seems hysterical.

(a) calm  (b) serious  (c) emotional  (d) missing
Choose the appropriate antonyms for the italicised words.
4. The Sun was now ascending the sky.

(a) climbing  (b) rising  (c) mounting  (d) descending
5. The spoilt child of affluent parents!

(a) poor  (b) healthy  (c) wealthy  (d) happy
6. The whole school seemed so strange.

(a) odd  (b) usual  (c) weird  (d) new
7. Choose the correct plural form of ‘eskimo’ from the following.  

(a) eskimoss  (b) eskimos  (c) eskimose  (d) eskimo
8. Form a derivative by adding the right suffix to the word ‘Child’.

(a) hood (b) ment (c) ure (d) ion
9. Choose the correct expansion of the abbreviation ‘AAC’. 

(a)  Augmentative and Alternative Communication
(b) Accumulative and Alternative Communication
(c) Augmentative and Assessive Communication
(d) Augmentative and Artificial Computer

10. Complete the following sentence with the most appropriate phrasal verb given below.
 I never ________ in the gym.

(a) work after (b) work out  (c) work on  (d) work in
11. Choose the suitable option to pair it with the word  ‘Watch’ to form a compound word.

(a) hall  (b) house  (c) man  (d) clock
12. Fill in the blank with the most appropriate preposition given below. 
 The young seagull was alone _______ his ledge.

(a) of  (b) on  (c) into  (d) with
13. Complete the following sentence using the most appropriate tense form of the verb given below.
 Siva ______(attend) music classes regularly.

(a) attends    (b) attended
(c) will attend   (d) will be attending

10th

 Standard
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14. Choose the most appropriate linker from the given four alternatives.
 Call me _____ you need money.

(a) incase (b) though (c) but (d) and

Part - II
SECTION - 1

Answer any three of the following questions in a sentence or two. (3×2=6)
15. What woke up the mother?
16. Which devices are controlled using ACTIV controller?
17. Why did Holmes want Smith to treat him?
18. What was Frank sorry for?

SECTION - 2 
Read the following sets of poetic lines and answer any three of the following. (3×2=6)

19. There’s a family nobody likes to meet;
 They live, it is said, on Complaining Street 

(a) Where does the family live?
(b)  Why do you think the street is named as Complaining Street?

20. At last by starvation and famine made bold,
 All dripping with wet, and all trembling with cold,

(a) What made the cricket bold?
(b) Why did the cricket drip and tremble?

21. So let the way wind up the hill or down,
 O’er rough or smooth, the journey will be joy:

(a) How is the way of life?
(b) How should be the journey of life?

22. And now, if you will set us to our task,
 We will serve you four and twenty hours a day!

(a) Who does the pronoun ‘you’ refer to here?
(b) Whose task is referred to as ‘our task’ here?

SECTION - 3
Answer any three of the following.  (3×2=6)
23. Rewrite the sentence in Reported Speech.

He said, “I have bought five apples from the shop.”
24. Rewrite the following sentence in other voice.

Have you invited Raman to the party?
25. Punctuate the following sentence. 

do you know the symptoms asked smith
26. Change the following sentence into a simple sentence.

He followed what I suggested.
27. Rearrange the words in the correct order to make meaningful sentences.

(a) had / made / He / flight / his / first.
(b)  heard / from / tent / her / this / Mulan / inside.
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SECTION - 4
Answer the following question. (1×2=2)
28. A stranger asked you to direct him to the school. Give him to reach his destination. 

Part - III  SECTION - 1

Answer any two of the following in a paragraph. (2×5=10)
29. Narrate the extensive search operation made by  the policeman in the house.
30. ‘Technology is a boon to the disabled’ - Justify.
31. Give a brief character sketch of Sasanka Sanyal.
32. Highlight the factors responsible for the all-women Indian Navy Crew to carry out their expedition.

SECTION - 2

Answer any two of the following.  (2×5=10)
33. What optimistic attitude should the readers possess according to the poem ‘The Grumble family’?
34. Compare and contrast the attitude of the ant and the cricket.
35. Read the following stanza and answer the questions given below :

 Beside the house sits a tree
 It never grows leaves,
 Not in the winter, spring, summer or fall.
 It just sits there, never getting small or ever growing tall,
(a)   Pick out the rhyming words from the given stanza. 
(b) Give the rhyme scheme for the given stanza.
(c)   Identify the figure of speech employed in the first line of the given stanza.
(d)   Pick out the alliterating words in the third line.  

36. Paraphrase the following stanza.
Remember, no men are strange, no countries foreign
Beneath all uniforms, a single body breathes
Like ours : the land our brothers walk upon
Is earth like this, in which we all shall lie.

SECTION - 3
Answer any one of the following.  (1×5=5)
37. Rearrange the following sentences in coherent order.

(i)  Mulan went into her room and cut her long hair.
(ii)  In the army, Mulan proved to be a brave soldier.
(iii)  Mulan, a teenage girl who lived in a faraway village of China heard the news.
(iv)  The Emperor said that one man from each Chinese family must join the army.
(v)  She climbed on a horse and joined the army. 

38. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.
 One afternoon in the early fall, when Peter was eight years old, his mother called him from 

his play. “Come, Peter,” she said. “I want you to go across the dike and take these cakes to your 
friend, the blind man. If you go quickly, and do not stop to play, you will be home again before 
dark.” The little boy was glad to go on such an errand, and started off with a light heart. He stayed 

Bus Stop

GANDHI MAIN ROAD

You are here

RAJA DEPARTMENTAL 
STORE

GOVT.
HOSPITALSCHOOL
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with the poor blind man a little while to tell him about his walk along the dike and about the 
sun and the flowers and the ships far out at sea. Then he remembered his mother’s wish that he 
should return before dark and, bidding his friend goodbye, he set out for home.
Questions:
(a) What did Peter’s mother want him to do? 
(b) What was her advice?
(c) Why was the little boy glad?
(d) What did the little boy tell his friend?
(e)  What did the little boy remember?

SECTION - 4

Answer any four of the following.  (4×5=20)

39. Prepare an attractive advertisement using the hints given below. 
 Tasty and hygienic - home made taste - 200 varieties to select - Purely vegetarian - special combo 

offers - available - Icecream and Fruit juices - Mani Vilas - M.G. Road, Madurai.
40. You are Gomathi, a resident of a colony adjacent to the Cauvery River. Daily you see many people 

throwing waste into it, spoiling the pure water. Write a letter to a newspaper showing your concern 
about it and also voicing your worry.

41. You are Nikil / Nikitha, school pupil leader of GHSS, Trichy. Prepare a notice on behalf of your 
school inviting the grandparents of the students to celebrate WORLD ELDERS DAY in your 
school auditorium on the 20th of next month.

42. Look at the following picture and express your views on it in a paragraph of five sentences.

43. Make notes or write a summary of the following passage.
        Many of us use internet on a regular basis and even have access to it from our homes! The 
‘net’ in internet really stands for network. A network is two or more computers connected together 
so that information can be shared, or sent from one computer to another. The internet is a vast 
resource for all types of information. You many enjoy using it to do research for a school project, 
downloading your favorite songs or communicating with friends and family. Information is 
accessed through web pages that companies, organizations and individuals create and post. It’s 
kind of like a giant bulletin board that the whole world uses! But since anyone can put anything 
on the internet, you also have to be careful and use your best judgement and a little commonsense. 
        Just because you read something on a piece of paper someone sticks on a bulletin board 
doesn’t mean that it’s a good information, or even correct, for that matter. So you have to be sure 
that whoever posted the information knows what they are talking about, especially if  you are 
doing research! But what if you’re just emailing people? You still have to be very careful. If you’ve 
never met the person that you’re communicating with online, you could be on dangerous ground! 
You should never give out any personal information to someone you don’t know, not even your 
name. And just like if you can’t believe the information on every website out there, you can’t rely 
on what strangers you ‘meet’ on the internet tell you either. Just like you could make up things 
about yourself to tell someone, someone else could do the same to you.

44. Identify the errors in the following sentences and rewrite them correctly. 
(a) A earth goes round the sun.
(b) It poured outside now.
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(c) I can be fifteen next April.
(d) Her cousins as well as she is hard working.
(e) As we were late, so we apologised.

SECTION - 5

45. Quote from memory. (1×5=5)
Not mourning for ....................
.................................  with cheer.

Part - IV
46. Write a paragraph of about 150 words by developing the following hints. (2×8=16)

(a) The Emperor of Shining - orders - old people - to be - deserted - farmer - very sad - carries 
old mother - to Obatsuyama - leaves mother - arranges bed to sleep - mother warns - son - 
of danger - asks to follow twigs - son moved  - carries mother back home - hides - at home 
- Emperor orders - rope of ashes - farmer worried - old mother helps - emperor surprised 
- farmer revealed the truth - Emperor - calls back the order - abolished his cruel law. 

(OR)
(b) Prospero and Miranda - island cave - help of Ariel - raises storm - the shipwreck - the 

command of Prospero - Ferdinand separated - brought to cave - Miranda meets Ferdinand 
- both surprised - Prospero tries  Ferdinand with hard tasks -  Ariel brings Alonso and 
Antonio to Prospero - both repent - dukedom restored to Prospero -  marriage of Miranda 
and Ferdinand.

47.(a)  Read the following paragraph and answer the questions given below. 
 Books are the greatest treasure of mankind. The habit of reading them is a source of pleasure. 
He, who is in the habit of reading books should buy books for himself. He should start collecting 
books in his youth. The books collected and arranged properly in a room not only decorates 
the room but also make the presence of their authors felt. Books contain eternal truths and 
are better friends than those of flesh and blood as they not only entertain but also guide us.

 Questions :
(i) What are the treasure and what gives pleasure? 
(ii)  When should one start collecting books?
(iii)  What do books contain in them?
(iv)   Mention any two uses of reading books. 

(OR)
      (b)  Read the following poem and answer the questions given below :
   It is not growing like a tree
   In bulk, doth make man better be;
   or standing long an oak, three hundred year,
   To fall a log at last, dry, bald, and sere;
   A lily of a day
   Is fairer far in May,
   Although it fall and die that night -
   It was the plant and flower of Light.
   In small proportions we just beauties see;
   And in short measures life may perfect be. 
 Questions :

(i)   Which shows beauty - the lily or the oak?
(ii)  What happened to the oak at last?
(iii)  Compare the life of the oak and the lily.
(iv)   What do you learn from the last two lines?
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 INSTANT SUPPLEMENTARY EXAM - JUNE 2023
PART - II - ENGLISH

Time Allowed : 3.00 Hours]                                   [Maximum Marks : 100

10th

 Standard

Instructions : (1)   Check the question paper for fairness of printing. If there is any lack of fairness, inform 
the Hall Supervisor immediately.

   (2)  Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline.

Part - I 
Note : (i) Answer all the questions. (14×1=14)

 (ii)  Choose the most appropriate answer from the given four alternatives and write the option code 
and the corresponding answer. 

Choose the appropriate synonym for the italicised words.
1. His parents circled around raising a proud cackle.

(a) sharp noise (b) blunt noise (c) high pitch (d) shout

2. The spoilt child of affluent parents.
(a) poor  (b) deprived  (c) old (d) wealthy

3. I saw a frail man.
(a) strong  (b) week  (c) happy (d) weak

Choose the appropriate antonym for the italicised words.
4. ‘Nothing’: Herman said gruffly.

(a) sadly  (b) happily   (c) angrily (d) slowly
5. The project was taken in consonance with the National Policy.

(a) agreement (b) constant  (c) disagreement (d) harmony

6. His inclusion in the team has caused controversy
(a) addition  (b) exclusion (c) insertion (d) involvement

7. Choose the correct plural form of ‘box’ from the following : 
(a) boxs  (b) boox  (c) boxes (d) boxess

8. Form a derivative by adding the right-suffix to the word ‘child’ : 
(a) ment  (b) hood  (c) ful (d) able

9. Choose the correct expansion of the abbreviation “IIT”. 
(a) International Institute of Technology 
(b) Indian Industrial Technology 
(c) International Investigating Technology
(d) Indian Institute of Technology

10. Complete the following sentence with the most appropriate phrasal verb given below.
 The airhostess instructed the passengers to wear the seat belts during the ______.

(a) take off  (b) take on   (c) take in (d) take of
11. Choose the suitable option to pair with the word  ‘play’ to form a compound word:

(a) thing  (b) hole  (c) full (d) light
12. Fill in the blank with the most appropriate prepositional phrase given below. 
 He didn’t turn up _________ his busy schedule.

(a) consequence of (b) due to  (c) except for (d) inspite of
13. Choose the appropriate meaning for the given idiom ‘once in a blue moon’

(a) happens rarely   (b) happens frequently 
(c) happens everyday   (d) happens very often 
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      PUBLIC EXAM - MAY - 2022
PART - II - ENGLISH

Time Allowed : 3.00 Hours]                                   [Maximum Marks : 100

10th

 Standard

Instructions :    1.  Check the question paper for fairness of printing. If there is any lack of fairness, inform the  
Hall Supervisor immediately.

  2. Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline.
Part - I

Note : (i) Answer all the questions. (14×1=14)

 (ii)  Choose the most appropriate answer from the given four alternatives and write the option code 
and the corresponding answer.

Choose the appropriate synonym for the italicised words.
1. The great expanse of sea stretched down beneath. 

(a) inferior  (b) above  (c) below  (d) higher

2. It is a 55 foot sailing vessel built indigenously in India. 
(a) domestically  (b) spuriously (c) globally  (d) unsafely

3. We had reached a point where the road bifurcated.
(a) ended  (b) divided into two (c) connected  (d) collapsed

Choose the appropriate antonyms for the italicised words.
4. He could not rise, exhausted by the strange exercise.

(a) crippled  (b) weakened (c) energetic  (d) surprised

5. But it would have been frustrating and difficult.
(a) annoying (b) pleasing  (c) disappointing  (d) gigantic

6. I love it when people appreciate and food that I cook. 
(a) dispose  (b) judge  (c) admire  (d) despise

7. Choose the correct plural form of ‘deer’ from the following:
(a) deers  (b) dears  (c) deer  (d) deeres 

8. Form a derivative by adding the right prefix to the word “understand”.
(a) dis  (b) in  (c) mis  (d) im

9. Choose the correct expansion of the abbrevation BPT. 
(a) Bachelor of Para Therapy  (b) Bachelor of Past Treatment
(c) Bachelor of Psychological Treatment  (d) Bachelor of Physiotherapy

10. Complete the following sentence with the most appropriate phrasal verb given below.
 It helps to ________ the calories.

(a) warm up  (b) stretch out (c) put on   (d) burn off
11. Choose the suitable option to pair it with the word ‘boarding’ to form a compound word:

(a) pass  (b) card  (c) fast  (d) pause
12. Fill in the blank with the appropriate preposition given below.
 The fox jumped  ________ the well.

(a) on  (b) into  (c) in  (d) to
13. Complete the following sentence using the most appropriate tense form of the verb given below.
 If I were a millionaire, I ________ the needy.

(a) would help   (b) would have helped
(c) will help    (d) can help
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14. Choose the most appropriate linker from the given four alternatives.
 _____ he was honest, he was punished.

(a) While  (b) As  (c) Though  (d) But
Part - II 

Section - 1
Answer any three of the following questions in a sentence or two. (3×2=6)
15. Why did the seagull fail to fly? 
16. What does the term circumnavigation mean? 
17. What did Aditya offer Sanyal?
18. How does David operate computers with the Liberator Communication Device?

Section - 2
Read the following sets of poetic lines and answer any three of the following. (3×2=6)

19. Let me but live my life from year to year,
 With forward face and unreluctant soul;

(a) Whom does the word ‘me’ refer to?
(b) What  kind of life does the poet want to lead?

20. Strong is she in her faith and beliefs.
 “Persistence is the key to everything,” says she.

(a) What is she strong about?
(b) How does she deal with adversities in life?

21. Don’t ever try to saw her pride, her self-respect.
 She knows how to thaw you, saw you - so beware!

(a) What do the words ‘thaw’ and ‘saw’ mean here?
(b) What is the tone of the author?

22. Some water, coal and oil is all we ask, 
 And a thousandth of an inch to give us play:

(a) Who does ‘we’ refer to? 
(b) What do they ask for?

Section - 3
Answer any three of the following.  (3×2=6)

23. Rewrite the following sentence in other voice.
Rosy will solve the problem.

24. Change into indirect speech.
Somu said, “It’s his favourite pet.”

25. Punctuate the following sentence.
O my young gentleman said ariel.

26. Combine the following sentence into a simple sentence.
I saw a tiger. It was wounded.

27. Rearrange the words in the correct order to make meaningful sentences.
(a)  loan / apply / you / if / for / you / a / get / will / immediately / it /
(b) himself / preferred / he / mail / by / handling
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not good for the future. People of all age groups like to eat junk food and they generally chose to 
eat whenever they enjoy special time with family like birthday party, marriage anniversary, etc. 
They easily become used to of taking soft drinks, wafers, chips, noodles, burgers, pizza, French 
fries, Chinese dishes, and other varieties of fast food available in the market. 

 Questions.
 i) What is the meaning of the term Junk food?
 ii) What does junk food contain?
 iii) When do people prefer junk food?
 iv) List some of the junk foods you like.

(OR)
 Read the following poem and answer the questions given below :

Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
How I wonder what you are. 
Up above the world so high,
Like a diamond in the sky. 
Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
How I wonder what you are!

 When the blazing sun is gone, 
 When he nothing shines upon,
 Then you show your little light,
 Twinkle, twinkle, all the night.
 Twinkle, twinkle, lilttle star,
 How I wonder what you are!

Then the traveler in the dark
Thanks you for your tiny spark;
How could he see where to go?
If you did not twinkle so.
Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
How I wonder what you are!

 In the dark blue sky you keep,
 While you through my window peep,
 And you never shut your eye.
 Till the sun is in the sky,
 Twinkle, twinkle, little star.
 How I wonder what you are!

Questions.
i) What does the poet wonder about?
ii) When does the stars show up in the sky?
iii) What does the traveler thank for?
iv) When does the star shut its eyes?
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            SURA’S MODEL QUESTION PAPER - 1
PART - II - ENGLISH

Time Allowed : 3.00 Hours]                                   [Maximum Marks : 100

10th

 Standard

Part - I
Note : (i) Answer all the questions. (14×1=14)
 (ii)  Choose the most appropriate answer from the given four alternatives and write the 

option code and the corresponding answer.

Choose the appropriate synonym for the italicised words.
1. Navika Sagar Parikrama was a project undertaken in consonance with the National Policy.

(a) connection   (b) agreement
(c) comparison   (d) arrangement

2. The young bird kept calling her mother plaintively.
 (a) happily   (b) sadly   (c) rigorously  (d) vainly

3. His idea of going away, made me forget all about his ruler and how cranky he was.
(a) tyrannical (b) strange  (c) powerful (d) learned

Choose the appropriate antonyms for the italicised words.
4. Technology .....is also a boon to citizens with special needs.

(a) bonus  (b) bane  (c) blast (d) block

5. They were the steps of a man walking rapidly around the dining-table.
(a) timidly  (b) silently  (c) slowly (d) decently

6. Boost the morale in the country.
 (a) fear   (b) attitude   (c) mettle  (d) confidence

7. Choose the correct plural form of loaf from the following:

(a) loafes  (b) loafs  (c) loafies (d) loaves

8. Form a derivative by adding, the right suffix to the word ‘appear’.
(a) - able  (b) - ence  (c) - ible (d) -ance

9. Choose the correct expansion of the abbreviation IIT.
(a) Indian Institute of Telecommunication (b) Indian Institute of Theology
(c) Indian Institute of Transportation (d) Indian Institute of Technology

10. Complete the following sentence with the most appropriate phrasal verb given below.
 The sailors soon ________ food and water.

(a) got along with   (b) stood up for
(c) ran out of   (d) looked up to

11. Choose the suitable option to pair it with the word ‘fare’ to form a compound word.
(a) engine  (b) play  (c) away    (d) well

12. Fill in the blank with the most appropriate preposition given below.
 The child hid ________ the stairs when the mother called her for a bath.

(a) among  (b) upon  (c) above   (d) under

[79]
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13. Complete the following sentence using the most appropriate tense form of the verb given below.
 If he ________ her, she would have waited for him.

(a) has informed   (b) informed
(c) had informed   (d) was informing

14. Choose the most appropriate linker from the given four alternatives.
 My uncle entered my house _______ I was doing my homework.

(a) when  (b) since  (c) whenever   (d) after
Part - II

Section - 1
Answer any three of the following questions in a sentence or two. (3×2=6)
15. What woke up the mother?
16. What was the condition of the attic?
17. Who arrested Smith? What were the charges against him?
18. What devices help David to move from one place to another?

Section - 2
Read the following sets of poetic lines and answer any three of the following. (3×2=6)

19. My heart will keep the courage of the quest,
 And hope the road’s last turn will be the best.

(a) What kind of quest does the poet seek here?
(b) What is the poet’s hope?

20. Began to complain when he found that, at home,
 His cupboard was empty, and winter was come.

(a) Who does ‘he’ refer to?
(b) Why was his cupboard empty?

21. We were taken from the one-bed and the mine,
 We were melted in the furnace and the pit

(a) Who does ‘we’ refer to?
(b) Where are they melted?

22. It never grows leaves,
 Not in the winter, spring, summer or fall.
 It just sits there, never getting small or ever growing tall.

(a) What does ‘it’ refer to?
(b) In what way is the tree a mystery?

Section - 3
Answer any three of the following.  (3×2=6) 
23. Rewrite the following sentence in Active voice.

You are advised not to be careless.
24. Change into indirect speech.

Maya said, “When is Zigzag coming here?”
25. Punctuate the following sentence.

the general is a woman yelled the soldiers.
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26. Transform the following sentence into a simple sentence.
Ramesh changed his dress and went out to play.

27. Rearrange the words in the correct order to make meaningful sentences.
(a) followed / suggestion / my / they
(b)  hard-working/Mathew/was/ businessman / a

Section - 4
Answer the following question. (1×2=2)

28. A stranger wants to visit the Museum. Write the steps to guide him to reach his destination.

Temple

Bus Stop

Library

Museum

You are here+

Part - III
Section - 1

Answer any two of the following in a paragraph.   (2×5=10)

29. Explain the experience of the young seagull in “His First Flight” written by Liam O’Flaherty.
30. Give a detailed account of all thoughts and questions in the narrator’s mind while accompanying 

Aditya from the tea shop to Sanyal’s house?
31. How do we use technology in our day-to-day lives?
32. Give an account of the last day of M. Hamel in school.

Section - 2
Answer any two of the following.  (2×5=10)

33. What is the central theme of the poem ‘No men are foreign’?

34. How are today’s women portrayed by the poet?

35. Read the following stanza and answer the questions given below.
There’s a family nobody likes to meet;
They live, it is said, on Complaining Street
In the city of Never-Are-Satisfied,
The River of Discontent beside.
(i)    Pick out the rhyming words from the above lines. 
(ii)   Write the rhyme scheme of the poem. 
(iii)    I dentify the figure of speech employed in the second line of the given stanza. 
(iv)   Pick out the alliterating words. 

36. Paraphrase the following stanza.
 I drive past the house almost every day.
 The house seems to be a bit brighter
 On this warm summer day in May.
 It plays with your mind.
 To me I say, it is one of a kind.
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Section - 3
Answer any one of the following.  (1×5=5)

37. Rearrange the following sentences in coherent order.
(i)   The King of Naples and Antonio repented the injustice they had done to Prospero.
(ii)  Before Prospero left the island, he dismissed Ariel from his service.
(iii)  He showed him his son Ferdinand playing chess with Miranda.
(iv)  Our food lasted till we landed on this desert island.
(v)  I will make you rich amends, by giving you my daughter.

38. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.

     In total despair at their failure to wake Zigzag, or at least stop him snoring, they shut themselves 
in the bedroom that was furthest away from Mrs. Krishnan’s studio where Zigzag was creating 
the terrible din. Mrs. Krishnan was just unraveling a roll of cotton wool to stuff in her ears, when 
they heard their maid, Lakshmi, shrieking as if she had been electrocuted.
(i) Were they able to stop Zigzag from snoring?
(ii) Where did they shut themselves?
(iii) What was Mrs. Krishnan trying to do?
(iv) Who is Lakshmi?
(v) How did Lakshmi scream?

Section - 4

Answer any four of the following.  (4×5=20)

39. Prepare an attractive advertisement using the hints given below.

 Raj Apparels - Aadi Sale - 40% - Special combo offers - Buy 1 Get 1 - West street - Madurai.
40. Write a letter to the Manager of a popular children’s magazine, ordering subscription for your 

school library.
41. You are Aruna / Akash, The Literary Association Secretary of GHSS, Madurai. Prepare a notice 

on behalf of your school, inviting the students to participate in the oratorical competition to be 
conducted next month.

42. Look at the following picture and express your views on it in a paragraph of five sentences.

43. Make notes or write a summary of the following passage.
     Dragon tales are known in many cultures, from the Americas to Europe, and from India to 
China. It’s not clear when or where stories of dragons first emerged, but the huge, flying serpents 
were described by the ancient Greeks and Sumerians.
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Part - III
Section - 1

Answer any two of the following in a paragraph. (2×5=10)

29. Highlight the factors responsible for the all-women Indian Navy crew to carry out their 
expedition.

30. Give a detailed account of all thoughts and questions in the narrator’s mind while accompanying 
Aditya from the tea shop to Sanyal’s house?

31. “Technology is a boon to the disabled”. Justify.
32. Give a brief character sketch of Sasanka Sanyal.

Section - 2
Answer any two of the following.  (2×5=10)
33. What qualities have made women powerful according  to “Rakhi Nariani Shirke”?
34. How do machines confess they are inferior to human brain?
35. Read the following stanza and answer the questions given below.

We can pull and haul and push and lift and drive,
We can print and plough and weave and heat and light,
We can run and race and swim and fly and dive,
We can see and hear and count and read and write!
(a) Pick out the rhyming words in the above lines.
(b) Write the rhyme scheme of the given stanza. 
(c)  Identify the figure of speech employed in the first line of the given stanza.
(d)  Pick out the alliterating words in the second line. 

36. Paraphrase the following stanza.
In the dim past, nor holding back in fear
From what the future veils; but with a whole
And happy heart, that plays its toll
To Youth and Age, and travels on with cheer.

Section - 3
Answer any one of the following.  (1×5=5)

37. Rearrange the following sentences in coherent order.
(a)  With the help of the spirits Prospero could command the winds, and the waves of the sea.
(b)  Prospero and his daughter Miranda lived in a cave.
(c)  Ariel then went to fetch Ferdinand.
(d)  These gentle spirits were ever after obedient to the will of Prospero.
(e)  Ariel gave a lively description of the storm, and of the terrors of the mariners.

38. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.
    Six days passed. Six frantic days of checking their e-mail day and night. Six torturous days of 
having the deafeningly loud KNGRRDRRWHEEZE resound in their home, most nerve wrackingly. 
Maya complained that she heard a permanent rumbling sound in her ears even when she was 
miles away from home and that her ears ached all the time. Arvind confessed that, for the first 
time in his life, he was actually looking forward to going to school considering it was as calm as 
a monastery compared to their house. Mrs.Krishnan had lost interest in painting. Zigzag would 
sometimes wake up briefly when he wanted to eat some fruit and sometimes he would sit on the 
veranda looking sulky and bored. Zigzag never spoke to anyone, though everyone tried several 
times. He only slept. And snored.  On the seventh day, Dr. Somu’s e-mail arrived. It was, as Dr. 
Krishnan predicted, ridiculously simple.
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Questions:
(a) How did the days pass?
(b) What was Maya’s complaint?
(c) What was Arvind’s confession?
(d) What was Zigzag’s routine?
(e)  What was Dr.Krishnan’s prediction about Dr.Somu’s e-mail?

Section - 4

Answer any four of the following.  (4×5=20)
39. Prepare an attractive advertisement using the hints given below.
 Raj appliances - Aadi Sale - 20-50% - special offers - first hundred - special prizes - Vivek and 

co., - Gandhi Road - Trichy.
40. You are Anand / Aruna living in a remote village in Salem. You participated in a health camp 

organised by your school. You were surprised to observe that most of the residents were unaware 
of health and hygiene. As a concerned citizen, write a letter to the editor stating the need to 
organise such camps focusing on the importance of health and hygiene.

41. You are Deepan / Deepa, the Literary Association Secretary of GHSS Madurai. Prepare a notice 
on behalf of your school, inviting the students to participate in the oratorical competition to be 
conducted next month.

42. Look at the following picture and express your views on it in a paragraph of five sentences.

43. Make notes or write a summary of the following passage.
   The necessity to preserve, transmit and propagate the rich cultural legacy left behind by the 
builders of music in the country in general and in Tamil Nadu in particular was felt in the years 
1949. It was felt necessary that the inherited musical urge in our youngsters and the past tradition 
of our musical culture with it’s ancient purity could be well preserved only when opportunitities 
have been provided to those who have an aptitude for learning music.
  The Central and State Governments with their financial aids established the Central College 
of Carnatic Music in August 1949. The college is functioning at ‘Brodie Castle’ on Greenways 
Road with 600 students and it has been named  “Thendral”. In the beginning, there were only 
Vocal, Violin and Veena sections besides general Musicology. Candidates with a considerable 
standard in music alone, were admitted into the two year Sangeetha Vidwan Title course and 
after completion they were permitted to appear for the ‘Sangeetha Vidwan’ Title examination 
conducted by the Director of Government Examinations, Madras.

44. Describe the process of preparing your favourite dish.

Section - 5
45. Quote from memory. (1×5=5)

She’s a lioness ; ...........................................
............................. Today’s woman, dear.
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Part - IV 
46. Write a paragraph of about 150 words by developing the following hints. (2×8=16)

(a)  There was an island - Prospero and his daughter Miranda - Ariel was the chief - storm created 
- Ferdinand and Miranda -Prospero ungentle - Prospero’s brother - King of Naples - repented 
- Ariel dismissed.

(OR)
(b)  Dr. Ashok T. Krishnan - Zigzag Somu’s pet - children happy - bird can talk - sing - Zigzag 

unmoved - sulking - snoring - neighbours complaining - Seventh day Somu’s e-mail - Zigzag 
in the clinic - showing strange - genius.

47. Read the following paragraph and answer the questions that follow.
    Water use in a country depends very much on it’s efficiency in water use. Even in most 
technologically advanced country, the efficiency of irrigation is only 30 percent. As the people 
of California, in the United States of America, and Israel use water ethically and with enormous 
care the efficiency in use is high. They are also good in water management activities. For example, 
drip irrigation has been used in Israel as well as California to best effect. The farmers and 
horticulturists make the water drip drop-by-drop at the roots of the crop plants. This system of 
irrigation has now come into use in India too. With this method of irrigation a high output of 
crops is being harvested with small amount of water. In this way, salination of the lands is also 
averted to a great extent.

 Questions :
(a)  Why is the efficiency in water use high in some countries?
(b)  Explain drip irrigation.
(c) What is the result of the use of drip irrigation?
(d) (i)  Give the appropriate meaning of the word: ‘ethically’
      (ii)   Choose the word opposite to:  ‘efficiency’

(OR)
 When things go wrong as they sometimes will;
 When the road you’re trudging seems all uphill;
 When the funds are low, and the debts are high;
 And you want to smile, but you have to sigh;
 When care is pressing you down a bit
 Rest if you must, but don’t you quit.
 Success is failure turned inside out;
 The silver tint of the clouds of doubt;
 And you can never tell how close you are;
 It may be near when it seems afar.
 So, stick to the fight when you’re hardest hit
 It’s when things go wrong that you mustn’t quit.
 Questions :

(a)  When do you want to smile but sigh, according to the poet?
(b) Explain the line:
     “When care is pressing you down a bit”
(c)   What seems afar?
(d)  Give a suitable title for the poem.
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One Mark Answers
INSTANT SUPPLEMENTARY EXAM - JULY 2024

1.(b) 2.(c) 3. (d) 4. (c) 5.(b) 6. (a) 7.  (a) 8. (b) 9. (c) 10. (c) 11. (b) 12. (d)  13. (a) 14. (c) 

PUBLIC EXAMINATION - MARCH 2024

1.(a) 2.(d) 3. (c) 4. (d) 5.(a) 6. (b) 7.  (b) 8. (a) 9. (a) 10. (b) 11. (c) 12. (b)  13. (a) 14. (a) 

INSTANT SUPPLEMENTARY EXAM - JUNE 2023

1.(a) 2.(d) 3. (d) 4. (b) 5.(c) 6. (b) 7.  (c) 8. (b) 9. (d) 10. (a) 11. (a) 12. (b)  13. (a) 14. (b) 

PUBLIC EXAMINATION - APRIL 2023

1.(b) 2.(c) 3. (b) 4. (b) 5.(d) 6. (d) 7.  (a) 8. (b) 9. (c) 10. (c) 11. (c) 12. (a)  13. (a) 14. (c) 

INSTANT SUPPLEMENTARY EXAM - AUGUST 2022

1.(c) 2.(a) 3. (b) 4. (c) 5.(b) 6. (a) 7.  (c) 8. (b) 9. (b) 10. (c) 11. (a) 12. (c)  13. (b) 14. (b) 

 PUBLIC EXAM - MAY - 2022

1.(c) 2.(a) 3. (b) 4. (c) 5.(b) 6. (d) 7.  (c) 8. (c) 9. (d) 10. (d) 11. (a) 12. (b)  13. (a) 14. (c) 

SUPPLEMENTARY EXAM - SEP. 2021

1.(b) 2.(c) 3. (b) 4. (c) 5.(b) 6. (b) 7.  (b) 8. (c) 9. (c) 10. (b) 11. (b) 12. (a)  13. (b)

14. nevertheless
    PTA MODEL QUESTION PAPER - I

1.(c) 2.(a) 3. (b) 4. (c) 5.(c) 6. (a) 7.  (b) 8. (c) 9. (c) 10. (c) 11. (b) 12. (c)  13. (c) 14. (a) 

  PTA MODEL QUESTION PAPER - II

1.(b) 2.(a) 3. (b) 4. (c) 5.(a) 6. (a) 7.  (d) 8. (c) 9. (c) 10. (d) 11. (b) 12. (a)  13. (d) 14. (a) 

  PTA MODEL QUESTION PAPER - III

1.(b) 2.(c) 3. (d) 4. (d) 5.(d) 6. (a) 7.  (d) 8. (c) 9. (c) 10. (d) 11. (c) 12. (d)  13. (c) 14. (c) 

  PTA MODEL QUESTION PAPER - IV

1.(a) 2.(d) 3. (c) 4. (a) 5.(c) 6. (d) 7.  (c) 8. (c) 9. (a) 10. (b) 11. (c) 12. (a)  13. (b) 14. (d) 

 PTA MODEL QUESTION PAPER - V

1.(d) 2.(a) 3. (b) 4. (d) 5.(c) 6. (a) 7.  (c) 8. (a) 9. (a) 10. (d) 11. (b) 12. (b)  13. (b) 14. (b) 

  PTA MODEL QUESTION PAPER - VI

1.(a) 2.(c) 3. (c) 4. (c) 5.(d) 6. (d) 7.  (d) 8. (a) 9. (b) 10. (b) 11. (d) 12. (c)  13. (c) 14. (c) 

SURA’S MODEL QUESTION PAPER - 1

1.(b) 2.(b) 3. (b) 4. (b) 5.(c) 6. (a) 7.  (d) 8. (d) 9. (d) 10. (c) 11. (d) 12. (d)  13. (c) 14. (a) 

SURA’S MODEL QUESTION PAPER - 2

1.(d) 2.(a) 3. (b) 4. (d) 5.(b) 6. (c) 7.  (c) 8. (a) 9. (d) 10. (d) 11. (b) 12. (b)  13. (a) 14. (c) 

SURA’S MODEL QUESTION PAPER - 3

1.(b) 2.(c) 3. (d) 4. (c) 5.(b) 6. (b) 7.  (c) 8. (d) 9. (c) 10. (b) 11. (b) 12. (a)  13. (d)

14. or else
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